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My dear students and their parents, the whole world is 
currently passing through a period of very serious crisis.  
It is COVID-19. This time the calamity is such that it has  
put all of mankind in crisis. As occurrences of coronavirus  
continue rising, to avoiding all risks, for instance, washing  
your hands, keep social distancing, exercising and getting  
enough rest is basic to cutting down threat of ailment. However, 
the one’s with stronger immunity system are more likely to be 
protected from invading pathogens like virus, bacteria etc. for 
better lifestyle choices, that includes good foods, exercise and 
good nutrition, good night sleep, are essential to boost your 
immunity system, that can help you to fight disease. Till now, 
science has not been able to find a definite solution to save us 
from the corona pandemic, neither has a vaccine been 
developed. So the advice would be to stay at home and follow 
the instruction by government to steer clear  of COVID-19. 
During such a pandemic, only one mantra can take us through –  
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that is the world will be healthy, if we stay healthy. 
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What is Immune System? 
It is a network of special cells, tissues, proteins, 
and organs that work together to protect the 
body from potentially damaging external invaders  
or diseases. External protection devices such as facial masks and 
periods of quarantine isolation can help, but we overlook the 
natural protection already built into our own immune systems. It 
provide protection and  enhancement to become our best 
safeguards.  

Nutrients Boost Immune System Cells  
  1. PROTEIN 
  2. ANTIOXIDANT 
  3. ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS 
  4. VITAMINS 
  5. MINERALS 



Life is the mode 

of action of 
PROTEINS. 

Antioxidants 
are like 

bodyguards 
inside your body 

that protect cell 
from disease.  

Essential  Fatty Acids helps  

 Feed the Brain  and keep it Healthy .  



IF FORGIVENESS IS 
MEDICINE FOR THE 

SOUL, THEN GRATITUDE IS 
VITAMINS  

SUPPORT THE 
RESTORATIVE 

POWER OF THE 
BODY WITH 

MINERALS 



Other than Nutrients we need……….. 

 
7-8 hrs 

Sleep is the 

golden 
 chain that ties  

HEALTH   
And our bodies 

 together  

8-10 glass of 

Water  is the best 

natural remedy. 

Drink  your way to 

better Health   

Daily 
Exercise is 

the key not only 
to physical health 

but to Peace of 
Mind. 



 Not to do…… 

Patience  is an essential virtue  to avoid any Disease 
 




